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Executive Summary

T
he United States has the largest prison population in the world. Many of these

offenders are not murderers, robbers, or rapists, but drug users, addicts, or sell-

ers. Every year, thousands receive lengthy mandatory terms in federal prisons

for these drug crimes. The mandatory sentences on the books today were designed to

stop drug trafficking, but they have not. It is not the first time in American history that

they have been used and failed.

In 1951, Congress established mandatory minimum prison sentences for drug crimes.

Named for its sponsor, Representative Hale Boggs (D-La.), the Boggs Act imposed two-

to-five year minimum sentences for first offenses, including simple possession. The Act

made no distinction between drug users and drug traffickers for purposes of sentencing. 

The driving force behind the Boggs Act was a mistaken belief that drug addiction was a

contagious and perhaps incurable disease and that addicts should be quarantined and

forced to undergo treatment. Just five years after the Boggs Act, Congress passed the

Narcotics Control Act of 1956. The new law increased the Boggs Act’s minimum prison

sentences for drug offenses.

Far from slowing the rise in drug use among America’s youth, the strict antidrug laws

were followed by an explosion in drug abuse and experimentation during the 1960s. The

grim statistics during that period confirmed that mandatory minimum sentencing laws

were simply not working. Correctional professionals, including prison wardens and

judges, expressed opposition to the mandatory sentences.

The Prettyman Commission established by President John F. Kennedy and the

Katzenbach Commission created by President Lyndon B. Johnson were both created to



study ways to reduce drug use. They found that long prison sentences were not an effec-

tive deterrent to drug users, that rehabilitation should be a primary objective for the gov-

ernment, and that courts should have wide discretion to deal with drug offenders.

President Richard Nixon took office in 1969 determined to curtail the growing drug prob-

lem. Rather than add new arbitrary and harsh mandatory sentences, the Nixon

Administration and Congress negotiated a bill that sought to address drug addiction through

rehabilitation; provide better tools for law enforcement in the fight against drug trafficking

and manufacturing; and provide a more balanced scheme of penalties for drug crimes. The

final product, the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970, repealed

mandatory minimum drug sentences except in limited and serious circumstances.

The Act was praised by both Republicans and Democrats in Congress. Then-

Congressman George H.W. Bush (R-Texas) spoke in favor of the repeal because it would

“result in better justice and more appropriate sentences.” Supporting the repeal of drug

mandatory minimums exposed members of Congress to no political jeopardy. Indeed,

every senator, save one, and all but a handful of House members who voted for repeal

won re-election. There is no evidence to suggest that any of the small number of defeat-

ed members lost because of their vote for repeal.

In the mid- and late- 1980s, Congress reinstated mandatory minimum laws. This time,

Congress was reacting, in part, to the high-profile drug overdose of basketball star Len

Bias. The new laws were enacted without any hearings, debate, or study.

Today, after 20 years of experience, it is clear that the current mandatory minimums

have failed as badly as those enacted in the 1950s. The evidence leads to the following

conclusions about mandatory minimum sentences:

• They have not discouraged drug use in the United States.

• They have not reduced drug trafficking.
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• They have created soaring state and federal corrections costs.

• They impose substantial indirect costs on families by imprisoning spouses, par-

ents, and breadwinners for lengthy periods.

• They are not applied evenly, disproportionately impacting minorities and result-

ing in vastly different sentences for equally blameworthy offenders.

• They undermine federalism by turning state-level offenses into federal crimes.

• They undermine separation of powers by usurping judicial power.

These problems have caused many former prosecutors, federal judges, and legal com-

mentators to speak out against mandatory minimums. A report by the nonpartisan

Federal Judicial Center, the education and research arm of the federal courts, concluded

by agreeing with the findings of sentencing expert Michael Tonry, who said that “[a]s

instruments of public policy [mandatory minimums] do little good and much harm.”1

States are leading the reform effort with bipartisan repeals of their own mandatory sen-

tencing policies and by turning to drug courts and other alternative solutions. 

Today’s Congress, as the 91st Congress did in 1970, should reform mandatory minimum

sentencing. This report presents two options: excise all mandatory minimums for drug

offenses found in the criminal code or expand the existing “safety valve” to allow judges to

depart from the statutory sentence when that punishment would be excessive. Either solu-

tion will result in better and more cost effective criminal justice and pave the way for

smarter alternatives.
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Introduction

“A
ll men make mistakes, but a good man yields when he knows his course

is wrong, and he repairs the evil,” Sophocles once wrote.2 In 1970,

Congress proved it had enough wise and good men and women to do

something unusual – repeal a tough criminal law that it had passed 20 years earlier. By

1970, Congress had learned that the mandatory minimum prison sentences it had

passed in the 1950s to combat drug trafficking crimes were a mistake. These laws failed

to reduce drug trafficking or drug use, as their proponents had claimed they would.

A mandatory minimum sentence is a required minimum term of punishment (typically

incarceration) that is established by Congress or a state legislature in a statute. When a

mandatory minimum applies, the judge is forced to follow it and cannot impose a sen-

tence below the minimum term required, regardless of the unique facts and circum-

stances of the defendant or the offense. 

In 1951, Congress adopted the Boggs Act, named for its sponsor, Representative Hale

Boggs (D-La.), which imposed harsh mandatory minimum sentences on those convicted

of drug crimes. Five years later, Congress added even more punitive sentences, including

the death penalty for drug sales to a minor. 

Over the next decade and a half, drug use soared. The tough new laws did little to deter

drug trafficking and abuse, as both juvenile and adult drug usage rates exploded during

the 1960s. By the end of the decade, drug use had moved out of the cities, into suburbia,

and onto campuses. Seemingly convinced that mandatory minimum sentences for drug

offenders were ineffective, a broad, bipartisan majority in Congress voted to repeal near-

ly all such sentences in 1970. 



Today, federal lawmakers face the same dilemma that their predecessors in the 91st

Congress faced. In the 1980s, Congress responded to the media frenzy around the crack

cocaine epidemic by enacting two anti-drug crime bills containing new mandatory mini-

mum sentences. Twenty years later, the results are in: the new penalties have failed.

These mandatory sentences are no more effective than the similar sanctions adopted in

the 1950s. The question now is simple: Will members of Congress follow the example

set by their predecessors in 1970 and eliminate mandatory minimums, or will they con-

tinue to stand by a costly failed experiment? 

To better educate members of Congress and the American public about the choice at

hand, this report presents the history of the Boggs Act and its repeal. It then examines

the record of the mandatory minimums that were enacted in the mid-1980s and finds

that they have failed for the same reasons as the mandatory sentences in the Boggs Act.

The report concludes that the current Congress should follow the example of the 91st

Congress in 1970, correct course, and vote once again to reform mandatory minimum

sentences.
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The Boggs Act: Congress
Adopts Mandatory Minimums

S
ince the founding of this nation, Congress has responded to public concern

about particular crimes by passing tough mandatory sentencing laws. For exam-

ple, as early as 1790, piracy triggered a mandatory sentence of life in prison

without parole. Many of these older mandatory sentences are still on the books.3

One noteworthy exception is the Boggs Act, which codified tough mandatory drug sen-

tences in 1951 and was repealed in 1970. The history of these sentences and their repeal

is worth revisiting because it holds valuable lessons for us today.

The Boggs Act of 1951 first codified mandatory minimum sentences for the possession

or sale of narcotics.4 Findings from the heavily-publicized hearings of the Senate 

Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce revealed a

growing trend in American society – drug addition and trafficking were increasing at

alarming rates, particularly among young people.5 Representative Hale Boggs (D-La.)

observed, “We need only to recall what we have read in the papers this past week to 

realize that more and more younger people are falling into the clutches of unscrupulous

dope peddlers.”6

The Boggs Act attempted to curtail the use and distribution of drugs with strict mini-

mum sentences and fines for violators. A first offense – even for simple possession with-

out intent to distribute – carried a minimum two-to-five year prison term. A second

offense carried prison terms of five-to-10 years, and a third offense carried a sentence of

10-to-15 years.7 The Act made no distinction between drug users and drug traffickers for

purposes of sentencing. 



Driving this and other

antidrug laws adopted

during the period was

Federal Bureau of

Narcotics Commissioner

Harry J. Anslinger.8

Citing rising addiction

and violence among juve-

niles, Anslinger argued that soft-hearted judges were to blame. Long prison sentences,

not rehabilitation, were what young addicts needed.9 Anslinger described drug addicts as

incurable, “spread[ing] addiction wherever they are,… contaminat[ing] other persons like

persons who have smallpox.”10 Public education efforts, Anslinger said, would encour-

age, not deter, drug use by young people. This was one of the few points Anslinger made

during his testimony that drew disagreement from the investigating committee.11

Anslinger’s answer to the growing abuse problem was simple: Congress should pass

lengthy mandatory minimum prison terms for nearly all drug crimes.12 At a time when

addiction was not well understood, Anslinger’s idea proved popular, especially among

members of Congress who got a chance to show their constituents that they were tough

on crime. The Boggs Act passed easily.13

In 1955, four years after the Boggs Act became law, another Senate subcommittee, head-

ed by Senator Price Daniel (D-Texas), launched a nationwide investigation into the traffic

and sale of illegal narcotics.14 Records of the investigation demonstrate the lack of under-

standing many senators had about drugs. When asked by a member of the subcommit-

tee, Anslinger confirmed the “fact” that marijuana users “ha[ve] been responsible for

many of our most sadistic, terrible crimes in this Nation, such as sex slayings, sadistic

slayings, and matters of that kind.”15 The subcommittee’s report concluded that “[d]rug

addiction is contagious. Addicts, who are not hospitalized or confined, spread the habit

with cancerous rapidity to their families and associates.” The solution was compulsory

Boggs Act

Sentences for drug crimes*

First offense 2 to 5 years

Second offense 5 to 10 years

Third offense 10 to 15 years

*The offense could include everything from simple possession to drug trafficking.

8



treatment, and, for those who failed to respond to such treatment, “place[ment] in quar-

antine type confinement or isolation.”16 When the subcommittee’s investigation ended, it

issued reports finding that the United States had more drug addicts than any other

Western nation,17 drug addiction was a “contagious disease,” and “Red China” was

attempting to subvert American society by smuggling heroin into the country.18

The Narcotics Control Act of 1956 was a response to both the Daniel Committee’s investi-

gation and the growing public outcry over escalating drug use. Sentences for drug traffick-

ers were increased to a five-year minimum for a first offense and a 10-year minimum for

all subsequent violations. The Act stripped judges of their ability to suspend sentences or

impose probation in cases where they felt a prison sentence was inappropriate.19

Evidence Shows Mandatory Minimums 
Ineffective

Far from stemming the rising tide of drug use among America’s youth, the era of

Anslinger, with its tough mandatory sentencing laws, was followed by the Age of

Aquarius. The 1960s were a time when the popularity of marijuana continued to grow

on campus, and new hallucinogenic drugs came on the scene. By 1967, use of marijua-

na and psychedelic drugs was rooted in popular youth culture, evidenced by the release

of The Beatles’ album Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, which was replete with refer-

ences to drug use.20

9
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When President Richard Nixon took office in 1969, he decried the fact that the overall

number of drug addicts in America was in the “hundreds of thousands,” and the num-

ber of college students using drugs was in the millions.21 He also said what many

Americans saw firsthand: drug use had expanded beyond urban cities and into middle

and upper class neighborhoods.22

Instead of stimulating public pressure for even stronger punishment for drug crimes,

the grim statistics convinced experts that harsh mandatory minimum sentences were

simply not working. Correctional professionals agreed. In a poll conducted by the Senate

Judiciary Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency, 92 percent of federal prison wardens

who responded were opposed to the mandatory minimum sentence provisions, and 97

percent were opposed to the prohibition of probation or parole. Of the responding proba-

tion officers, 83 percent were opposed to mandatory minimums, and 86 percent were

opposed to the bar against probation or parole. Of the federal judges who responded, 73

percent were opposed to mandatory minimums, and 86 percent were opposed to the

absence of probation or parole.23

Federal policymakers began to search for a Plan B. In 1963, President John F. Kennedy con-

vened the President’s Advisory Commission on Narcotics and Drug Abuse to address the

public outcry over America’s illegal drug addiction problem. The Prettyman Commission, as

it was known, studied drug use and the laws affecting those who abused drugs. 

The commission recommended rehabilitating individual drug abusers and cautioned

that where drug possession penalties warranted imprisonment, “the rehabilitation of the

individual, rather than retributive punishment, should be the major objective.”24 “[P]enal-

ties [should] fit offenders as well as offenses” and “be designed to permit the offender’s

rehabilitation whenever possible.”25 Stiff penalties and sentences were not effective deter-

rents: “persistence of narcotics abuse, despite severe penalties for the possession of nar-

cotics, is persuasive evidence that the abuser will risk a long sentence to get his drug,”

the commission concluded.26



In addition to establishing the Prettyman Commission, President Kennedy seems to

have used his pardon power to alleviate the impact of the mandatory minimums created

by the Narcotics Control Act of 1956.27 In 1963, the

annual report from the attorney general revealed

that “many long-term narcotic offenders who, by

statute, were not eligible for parole but whose sen-

tences were felt to be considerably longer than the

average sentences imposed for such [drug] offens-

es” received commutations (reductions in their

sentences) from the president.28

When Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy learned that the commutations of these drug

offenders boosted morale in prisons, he ordered the director of the Bureau of Prisons to

review cases with unequal sentences and to present worthy cases to his office for recom-

mendations in favor of presidential clemency.29 Interpreted broadly, commuting lengthy

drug sentences imposed under the 1956 Act was a signal to Congress that a policy

change was needed.30

In 1966, President Lyndon B. Johnson established the President’s Commission on Law

Enforcement and Administration of Justice, known as the Katzenbach Commission,

which produced a ten-volume study on federal criminal justice. Among its recommenda-

tions was that “[s]tate and federal drug laws should give a large enough measure of dis-

cretion to the courts and correctional authorities to enable them to deal flexibly with vio-

lators, taking account of the nature and seriousness of the offense, the prior record of

the offender and other relevant circumstances.”31

The Prettyman Commission 

recommended that “penalties

[should] fit offenders as well 

as offenses.”
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Nixon and Congress Get Tough...and Repeal
Mandatory Minimums

President Nixon came to office in 1969 determined to curtail the rampant drug problem.

In a July 14, 1969 message to Congress, the president called for drastic changes to the

federal drug control laws: 

Within the last decade, the abuse of drugs has grown from essentially a local police problem

into a serious national threat to the personal health and safety of millions of Americans. … A

new urgency and concerted national policy are needed at the Federal level to begin to cope with

this growing menace to the general welfare of the United States.32

President Nixon’s prescription was not simply to lock up drug addicts. In fact, speaking

at a governors’ conference, Nixon said that education and rehabilitation were the best

methods to counter drug abuse.33
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Nixon’s appointees also made clear that the Administration did not see mandatory mini-

mum sentences as a cure-all for drug crime. Attorney General John Mitchell testified

before the Senate in support of “sentences which are

reasonably calculated to be deterrents to crime and

which also give judges sufficient flexibility.”34 Dr. Roger

Egeberg, Assistant Secretary of Health, Education and

Welfare, decried mandatory minimums and called for

greater flexibility for sentencing judges in testimony he

delivered before the House.35

On July 14, 1969, Attorney General John Mitchell for-

warded to Congress the administration’s proposed bill

calling for the reform of the laws governing drug use

and abuse.36 The final product that emerged from

Congress, the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention

and Control Act of 1970, fundamentally altered the fed-
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eral government’s approach in dealing with drug abuse, drug manufacturing, and drug

trafficking. Its purpose was threefold: 

• To address drug addiction through the rehabilitation of drug users,

• To provide better tools for law enforcement’s fight against drug trafficking and

manufacturing, and

• To provide a “balanced scheme of criminal penalties for offenses involving

drugs.”37

It sought to change the structure of all criminal penalties for controlled substances to

provide a “consistent method of treatment of all persons accused of violations.”38 Most

significantly, it eliminated all of the mandatory minimum drug sen-

tences, save one.39 The only mandatory minimum to survive repeal was for offend-

ers who participated in a “continuing criminal enterprise,” a large-scale, ongoing drug

operation that earned significant profits.40

First-time violations of simple possession of a controlled substance without the intent to

distribute were reclassified as misdemeanors carrying fines and probation; judges could

dismiss such charges without a finding of guilt in instances where an offender did not

violate the terms of his or her probation and could expunge the offense from minors’

records.41 Manufacturing and distributing illegal drugs carried new punishments of up to

a maximum of 15 years

imprisonment for a first

violation, and up to a

maximum of 30 years

imprisonment for subse-

quent offenses or for

adult dealers who sold

drugs to minors.42
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New drug sentences after the 1970 repeal

of mandatory minimums

Drug crimes* Term

First offense up to maximum of 15 years

Second or later offense up to maximum of 30 years

Selling drugs to minors up to maximum of 30 years

*For drug manufacturing or trafficking offenses only.



Both Democrats and Republicans in Congress hailed the Act

as a comprehensive reform that would counter America’s

growing drug problem by punishing drug traffickers while

rehabilitating drug abusers. Representative George H.W. Bush

(R-Texas) explained how reducing sentences could actually

reduce drug crime while increasing fairness in and respect for

the justice system:

[T]he complete overhaul of the existing Federal criminal provi-

sions applicable to drug related activities…will improve law

enforcement and foster greater respect for the law. The bill eliminates

mandatory minimum penalties, except for professional criminals.

Contrary to what one might imagine, however, this will result in better

justice and more appropriate sentences. ... The penalties in this bill are not only consistent with

each other, but with the rest of the Federal criminal law – something which cannot be said for

present drug laws. As a result, we will undoubtedly have more equitable action by the courts,

with actually more convictions where they are called for, and fewer disproportionate sentences.43

Members from both parties argued that the mandatory minimums then on the books

limited judicial discretion, were so harsh that courts and juries avoided applying the sen-

tences, and undermined respect for the laws in general. Congressman John Glenn Beall,

Jr. (R-Md.) argued that “[ f ]ederal penalties for drug violations are inconsistent, illogical,

and unduly severe in some cases. [Repealing mandatory sentences] would revamp the

entire penalty scheme, substituting a new and flexible system of penalties which will

enable courts to truly tailor the punishment in any given case to fit the crime. Current

penalties have little or no deterrent value.”44 Congressman David Satterfield (D-Va.)

noted the “extreme difficulty in attempting to dispense justice and in sentencing individ-

uals who have been convicted of violations where a minimum penalty is required…

[Repeal of minimum penalties] will afford our courts greater latitude to the end that

greater justice will be served better.”45
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Members of Congress from both parties

also cited the support among law

enforcement for reform: “It is the opin-

ion of most law enforcement people that

the harsh mandatory sentences in nar-

cotics law have been a hindrance rather

than an aid to enforcement,” said

Congressman William L. Springer (R-

Ill.).46 Congressman Edward Boland (D-

Mass.) echoed these sentiments: “This section on simple possession violations reflects

the judgment of most authorities that harsh penalties imposed on the user have little

deterrent value.”47 Senator Jacob K. Javits (R-NY) observed that the Boggs Act “had a

most severe penalty – life imprisonment. That did not seem to dam up the flow of nar-

cotics nor the fast-spreading abuse of drugs.”48

Finally, members argued that targeting all offenders with broad, unvarying sanctions was

simply unfair, whereas the changes made in the repeal would reserve mandatory penal-

ties only for the most serious drug offenders: those involved in a “continuing criminal

enterprise.”49 Senator Roman Hruska (R-Neb.) argued that under the new law, “persons

established as professional traffickers are exposed to appropriately severe penalties with

mandatory minimums – the only place in the penalty scheme where these minimums

are to be found.”50

Congress sent the 1970 Act to President Nixon on October 14, and he signed the bill on

October 27, mere days before hotly contested midterm congressional elections. President

Nixon and Vice President Spiro Agnew campaigned aggressively in key states and dis-

tricts, and frequent calls for “law and order” were a common feature of many races.51 To

the Administration, repealing nearly all existing mandatory minimum drug sentences

was not in conflict with its pro-law enforcement campaign rhetoric.52 Perhaps the most

noteworthy fact about the 1970 election was that every senator that voted for the 1970

“It is the opinion of most law

enforcement people that the harsh

mandatory sentences in narcotics

law have been a hindrance rather

than an aid to enforcement.”

— Former Rep. William L. Springer

(R-Ill.)



Act and to repeal mandatory sentences

was reelected, save one who lost for com-

pletely unrelated reasons.53

Likewise, all but only a handful of House

members who voted for the legislation

were reelected, and none of the losers

appear to have been targeted over mandatory minimums.54
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Drug Mandatory Minimums 
are Tried – And Fail – Again 

T
he popularity of recreational drug use continued to grow in the 1970s.

Marijuana and heroin use rose and cocaine emerged as a fashionable drug

among the professional class. A handful of drug-related deaths suffered by

young rock-n-roll musicians, including Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, and Jim Morrison,

stripped the veneer off the view that drug use carried no danger, but it was not until the

1980s that public attitudes began to turn sharply against drugs. 

In the early 1980s a new drug, crack cocaine, emerged. The drug was cheap and easy to

transport,55 and the level of its use was viewed as “epidemic” in major cities around the

country.56 The crack epidemic brought with it fears of increased drug-related violent

crime,57 along with a number of misperceptions about the addictiveness of the drug and

its effects on users.58 As Congress was debating how to respond to mounting public fears

and a media frenzy surrounding crack,59 Americans awoke on June 20, 1986 to the news

that basketball star and NBA first-round draft pick Len Bias had died the night before

from an overdose from powder cocaine.60 The tipping point was reached.

Congress wasted no time in responding to Bias’s high-profile death with a display of

political opportunism and “tough on crime” stances that included no meaningful reflec-

tion on the previous failure of mandatory minimums.61 The House Judiciary

Committee drafted and passed new antidrug penalties62 in less than one week.63 The

legislative history of this period reveals no hearings, debate, or study preceding the

adoption of these provisions.64 The lack of legislative history makes discerning

Congress’s intent difficult, but one goal is clear: the mandatory penalties were intended

to apply to “serious” and “major” traffickers.65 In 1988, passage of mandatory mini-

mums for simple possession of crack showed Congress’s desire to fight use of the drug

as well as drug trafficking.66



These mandatory minimums came only a few years after Congress, in 1984, created the

U.S. Sentencing Commission.67 This expert body wrote and implemented the U.S.

Sentencing Guidelines, with the mandate that equally blameworthy offenders get similar

sentences.68 At the same time, the guidelines also gave courts some flexibility to tailor

sentences to fit individuals or special circumstances.69

By 1994, harsh mandatory minimum drug sentences had been imposed on thousands of

minor drug offenders, and stories of over-punishment were rampant. Congress respond-

ed to mounting public pressure to change mandatory minimums by enacting the “safety

valve.”70 The “safety valve” permits courts to sentence certain non-violent drug offenders

below the mandatory minimum if they have a limited criminal history, did not play a

leadership role in the offense, did not possess a gun or use violence, and provided the

19

Federal mandatory minimum drug sentences for first convictions

Type of drug Five years no parole* 10 years no parole

Crack cocaine 5 grams** 50 grams 

Powder cocaine 500 grams 5 kilos***

Heroin 100 grams 1 kilo

LSD 1 gram 10 grams 

Marijuana 100 plants or 100 kilos 1000 plants or 1000 kilos

Methamphetamine 5 grams (pure)/50 grams (mixture) 50 grams (pure)/500 grams (mixture) 

PCP 10 grams (pure)/100 grams (mixture) 100 grams(pure)/1 kilo (mixture)

*There is no parole in the federal system.   **Five grams is roughly equal to a single packet of sugar.  ***A kilo is equal to 2.2 lbs.  

Other mandatory minimum sentences 

Offense Length of sentence

Firearm possessed during drug offense 5 years added to drug sentence

Armed Career Criminal Act (Felon in possession 15 years
of a gun with three prior felony convictions) 

Continuing Criminal Enterprise 20 years



prosecution with all of the useful information they had about the crime.71 While the safe-

ty valve provides relief for about one quarter of federal drug offenders annually, its terms

are stringent, and a person can easily fail to qualify for relief. For example, having even

one too many prior offenses on one’s record – even if the offense is nonviolent or

occurred when the person was a juvenile – can be enough to fall outside the scope of the

safety valve’s protection.72

In light of Congress’s lack of deliberation when it created the current

mandatory minimums, it is not surprising that the laws have failed just

like their predecessors. Current federal mandatory minimum penalties

have not curbed drug use or trafficking and have created a myriad of

other harmful side effects and costs. It is time once again for Congress

to end another costly, failed experiment with mandatory minimums.

The case for doing so is much stronger now than it was in 1970, when

Congress first repudiated mandatory sentences, because the hill of evi-

dence has grown into a mountain. The evidence supporting reform

includes the following: 

t Mandatory minimums have not
discouraged drug use. 

While current mandatory minimums were targeted at drug traffickers, Congress was

also undeniably concerned with reducing drug use.73 In theory, mandatory minimums

would lock up drug traffickers, making drugs less available and more expensive, thus

resulting in reduced drug use.74 The theory has not worked. Price is “the most widely

used measure of supply reduction effectiveness,” and since 1981, the prices of both crack

and powder cocaine have dropped or remained consistently lower than they were at the

time mandatory minimums were passed.75
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Some of this price decline may be due to the fact that the demand for drugs had already

started to decline several years before mandatory minimums were enacted.76 Drug use

dropped among all ages from its high of 14.1 percent in 1979 to 7.7 percent in 1988 – a

reduction of nearly 50 percent.77 At a minimum, since mandatory minimum sentences

were attached not only to drug trafficking offenses but also to simple possession of crack

cocaine, the new stiff penalties’ deterrent effect, if any, should manifest itself in falling

usage of that drug. Mandatory minimums, however, did not decrease usage rates for

crack and powder cocaine; rather, use decreased when negative media coverage

increased the perception that using the drugs was dangerous and socially unacceptable.78

When this perception decreased, usage of the drugs increased.79

t Mandatory minimums have failed to reduce drug
trafficking offenses.

80

Proponents of mandatory minimums point to reduced national crime rates as evidence

that the tough sentences work. Despite more than 50 years of experimenting with

mandatory minimums, however, backers can point to no conclusive studies that demon-

strate any positive impact of federal mandatory minimum sentences on the rate at which

drugs are being manufactured, imported, and trafficked throughout the country.81

National crime rate statistics do not include these types of drug trafficking offenses, so

they cannot show whether mandatory sentences are reducing drug trafficking activity.82

In fact, data from both the Federal Bureau of Investigation83 and the Bureau of Justice

Statistics84 show a steady increase in the number of drug offenders arrested at both the

state and federal levels over the last decades, as well as increases in the amount of drugs

seized by law enforcement each year.85 This data could be proof of more drug activity,

better enforcement of drug laws, or both, but there is no definitive connection between

mandatory minimums and reductions in drug trafficking offenses.
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Large numbers of drug addicts support their habits by committing drug trafficking

offenses. In 2004, almost 60 percent of federal drug traffickers reported using drugs in

the month before the offense; a third were using drugs at the time of the offense.86 A full

quarter of all those convicted of a federal drug offense committed their crimes to get

money to buy drugs.87 Over half of all federal drug offenders in 2004 met the official cri-

teria for having a drug abuse or dependence problem.88 Mandatory minimums give drug

addicts and drug traffickers lengthy prison sentences, but have failed to solve the drug

abuse problems that lead to possession and trafficking offenses. 

t Mandatory minimums’ failure comes with billions of
dollars in direct costs.

Mandatory minimums apply to almost all federal drug offenses, and the majority of peo-

ple in federal prisons are drug offenders. From 1990 to 2000, drug offenders accounted

for 59 percent of the growth in the federal prison population.89 In 2000, 57 percent of

federal prisoners were serving sentences for a drug offense.90 The large number of drug

convictions contributes to the growth in the federal prison population. Between 2000

and the end of 2006, the federal prison population grew by an average of nearly five per-

cent annually.91 The trend continues: in 2008, the federal prison population passed the

200,000 mark, and more than half of these prisoners are serving time for a drug

crime.92 Drug offenses continue to be the largest category of federal convictions (almost

35 percent of all 2007 convictions),93 and more than 65 percent of these offenders

received mandatory minimums.94 Because the U.S. Sentencing Commission has used

mandatory minimums as the starting point for calculating other drug sentences under

the guidelines, almost all drug sentences have gotten longer.95

Greater use of prison sentences for drug crimes and longer sentences required by

mandatory minimums have driven a dramatic increase in federal corrections costs. In

the five-year period from 1987 to 1992, during which the 1986 and 1988 mandatory
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Mandatory minimums: Locking up more drug offenders, longer

Source: United States Sentencing Commission, 2007 Annual Report 31-33 (2007), available at
http://www.ussc.gov/ANNRPT/2007/ar07toc.htm (last visited June 20, 2008).

Drug offenses are the largest single 

category of federal convictions:

• 34 percent of all federal offenders in 2007

were sentenced for a drug offense.

• 67 percent of all federal drug offenders

received a mandatory minimum:

– 28 percent received a five-year mandatory 

minimum

– 39 percent received a minimum sentence 

of 10 years or more

Percentage of drug offenders receiving

mandatory minimums: 

• 82 percent of crack cocaine offenders

• 81 percent of methamphetamine offenders 

• 79 percent of powder cocaine offenders

Some benefit from the "safety valve":

• 25 percent of federal drug offenders who

would have been subject to a mandatory mini-

mum received a shorter sentence under the

1994 “safety valve” provision available to non-

violent, low–level, first-time drug offenders.

Federal corrections costs soared in last 25 years
Federal correctional costs increased 925 percent from 1982 to 2007, 
to over $5.4 billion. 
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Sources: Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Justice Expenditure and Employment in the United
States, 2003 (Apr. 2006), at 3, available at http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/jeeus03.pdf (last visited June 18,
2008); Office of Management and Budget, Dep’t of Justice Budget Information, available at http://www.white-
house.gov/omb/budget/fy2009/justice.html (last visited July 31, 2008).
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minimums were fully implemented, federal correctional spend-

ing increased by 266 percent. Between 1987 and 2007, federal

correctional spending increased 550 percent.96 In 2007,

American taxpayers spent over $5.4 billion on federal

prisoners.97

t Mandatory minimums also impose substantial 
indirect costs. 

Congress has determined that the long prison terms (and corresponding isolation 

from society, families and employment) of many of the 650,000 state and federal 

prisoners released annually actually create a public safety problem in the communities

they reenter. In the Second Chance Act, passed in 2008, Congress recognized that high

rates of recidivism are common among people who reenter society after serving long

sentences, as they usually emerge from prison with few job skills and little remaining

social network.98

Another indirect cost of long mandatory minimum sentences is incurred by the families

and children of the prisoners, who lose breadwinners, spouses, and parents when a

loved one is incarcerated. At least 1.5 million

children have a parent in prison – an increase of

more than 500,000 children since 1991. The

majority of these children are under 10 years

old.99 These children are at high risk of going to

prison themselves without proper support.100
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t Mandatory minimums create unwarranted
disparities. 

In 2007, Blacks and Hispanics made up approximately 67 percent of all federal offend-

ers sentenced101 and 72 percent of all federal drug offenders,102 but comprised only about

28 percent of the United States’ population.103 This racial disparity is partly driven by

mandatory minimum sentences,104 particularly the far harsher mandatory sentences

imposed on crack cocaine offenses than powder cocaine offenses.105 In 2007, over 80

percent of federal crack cocaine offenders were Black,106 even though two thirds of crack

cocaine users were Whites or Hispanics107 and Blacks comprised less than 18 percent of

the nation’s crack cocaine users.108 The five and ten-year mandatory minimum sentences

for crack cocaine were used as a starting point for calculating the rest of the guideline

ranges for other crack offenses in the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines.109 As a result, sen-

tences for crack offenses are uniformly harsher than those for powder cocaine offenses.

In 2006, crack cocaine sentences (both mandatory terms and those calculated under the

guidelines) were 44 percent longer than powder cocaine sentences.110

The way mandatory minimums are applied can also undermine the principle that two

equally culpable defendants who committed the same crime should generally get the

same sentence. Two equally blameworthy defendants facing the same mandatory mini-

mum can, in fact, receive very different sentences, depending on what they know or

which prosecutor they get. More culpable defendants can get shorter sentences than

their less culpable cohorts, too. One of the only ways to be sentenced below the manda-

tory minimum is to provide “substantial assistance” to the prosecution by sharing infor-

mation about the crime and other offenders.111 Offering assistance to the prosecution is

encouraged and necessary to expedite cases through the system, but can result in

inequity when offenders are sentenced more harshly than their equally culpable codefen-

dants solely because they have little or no valuable information to offer.112 Prosecutors

decide what information is considered valuable, which influences whether a person gets

a reduction.113
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t Mandatory minimums undermine federalism and
separation of powers.

Mandatory minimum laws enacted against drug users have federalized offenses that 

fall under state jurisdiction. This federalization occurs because federal mandatory mini-

mums are being applied to a much larger group of offenders than their proponents

intended. 

Designed to bring down “kingpins,” the whales of drug trafficking,114 the federal manda-

tory minimum laws are also being used to prosecute the minnows. For example, 66 per-

cent of federal crack cocaine offenders in 2005 had only low-level involvement in drug

activity, working as street-level dealers, lookouts, couriers or other such positions.115 Only
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Racial demographics of federal offenders

Total All Federal Drug Crack
Population Offenders Offenders Offenders

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, The 2008 Statistical Abstract, The National Data Book, Annual Estimates of the
Resident Population by Race, Age, and Sex: April 1, 2000 to July 1, 2006, at Table 8 (May 17, 2007), available at
http://www.census.gov/prod/2007pubs/08statab/pop.pdf (last visited Sept. 5, 2008); U.S. Sentencing Commission,
2007 Annual Report 27 (2007), available at http://www.ussc.gov/ANNRPT/2007/ar07toc.htm (last visited July 22,
2008); U.S. Sentencing Commission, Report to the Congress: Cocaine and Federal Sentencing Policy 126 (May
2002), available at http://www.ussc.gov/r_congress/02crack/2002crackrpt.htm (last visited July 22, 2008).
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two percent performed trafficking functions at a managerial or supervisory level, and

less than a third (31 percent) were importers, high-level suppliers, organizers, leaders, or

wholesalers, the functions most consistent with those Congress believed warranted high

mandatory minimum penalties.116 These figures, according to the U.S. Sentencing

Commission, indicate a “failure to focus scarce federal law enforcement resources on

serious and major traffickers,” and “exaggerate the culpability” of the majority of crack

cocaine offenders in terms of their trafficking function.117 Similar effects are found across

other mandatory minimum drug sentencing regimes.118

State law enforcement is well equipped to handle the local and community-level drug

offenses perpetrated by many offenders currently receiving federal mandatory mini-

mums. Federal resources should be limited to targeting the people the states lack the

resources and jurisdiction to fight: large-quantity international drug importers, produc-

ers, and suppliers.119

The Constitution’s separation of powers is also violated. Rather than allowing judges to

use their intrinsic judicial power of discretion to impose criminal sentences, mandatory

minimums have been a power grab by both the legislative and executive branches. First,

the legislative branch dictated one-size-fits-all sentences that

courts must follow. Second, the executive, in the person of

the prosecutor, influences the sentence because prosecutors

have discretion to choose certain charges on the basis of the

penalties they carry.

For all of these reasons, there has been steadily growing criti-

cism of mandatory minimums by former prosecutors,120 fed-

eral judges,121 and other commentators and organizations.122

In 1991, the U.S. Sentencing Commission (USSC) studied

the impact of mandatory minimum sentences.123 In its report,

the USSC criticized mandatory minimums, finding that they

“[M]andatory

minimums… frus-

trate the careful

calibration of

sentences, from

one end of the spectrum to

the other, which the

Sentencing Guidelines were

intended to accomplish.”126

— Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist



too often result in sentences out of proportion

with an individual offender’s culpability, that they

discourage plea bargaining, and that they have

the greatest impact (in terms of length of sen-

tence) on the least serious drug crimes.124 The

1994 report by the Federal Judicial Center, the

education and research agency for the federal

courts, summed up the judicial consensus on

mandatory minimums well: “federal mandatory

minimum sentencing statutes have not been

effective for achieving the goals of the criminal

justice system.”125
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“…I can accept

neither the

necessity nor the

wisdom of feder-

al mandatory

minimum sentences. In too

many cases, mandatory 

minimum sentences are

unwise and unjust.”127

— Justice Anthony M. Kennedy, speaking
at the 2003 annual meeting of the
American Bar Association.
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Time to Correct Course 

I
t is time for Congress to correct course and bring its failed experiment with

mandatory minimum sentences to an end, just as the 91st Congress did in 1970.

Congressional action is now overdue, because other American legislative bodies

have led the way in reforms. 

There is a strong, bipartisan mandatory minimum reform and repeal movement at the

state level. At the height of their popularity in the mid-to-late 1970s to 1980s, mandatory

minimum drug sentences existed in 49 states.128 State correctional spending increased

from an aggregate $6 billion in 1982 to over $39 billion in 2003, an increase of over 550

percent.129 In part because of the pressure this put on state budgets, as well as an evolv-

ing understanding of effective sentencing and punishment, many states have revisited

these policies.130 States are reforming or eliminating their mandatory minimums, espe-

cially those covering low-level, nonviolent drug offenses, or creating alternatives to incar-

ceration for these offenders.131

Michigan, for example, under Republican Governor John Engler, repealed nearly all of its

mandatory minimum drug sentences in 2003, replacing them with a more flexible sen-

tencing guidelines system.132 In 2001, Louisiana repealed mandatory sentences for sim-

ple possession of drugs and cut its minimum drug trafficking terms by half.133 The same

year, North Dakota repealed its mandatory minimum for first-time drug offenders, and

Connecticut allowed courts more freedom to disregard mandatory penalties for drug

possession or dealing when “good cause” to do so exists, even if the offense occurred in a

“drug-free school zone.”134



In addition to repealing mandatory minimums, states are also finding smarter, more

cost-effective ways to deal with drug offenders. In 2007, Texas legislators replaced prison

sentences in low-level, first-time felony drug possession cases with mandatory drug

treatment. Since 2006, Kansas has revised automatic penalty enhancements for second,

third, and subsequent possession offenses.135 Jurisdictions in all 50 states and the District

of Columbia now operate drug court programs, which are alterna-

tive sentencing systems typically combining intensive drug and

mental health treatment with community supervision arrange-

ments.136 Studies continue to show that drug courts are cost-effec-

tive, reduce recidivism, and lower crime rates, and the number of

these courts has increased as states have gotten the message.137

Texas Governor Rick Perry described these programs as “help[ing]

break the cycle of addiction and crime by using the authority of the

court to promote accountability and enhance motivation for treat-

ment.”138 Interestingly, as in the 1970s, there has been no evidence

of electoral backlash against the politicians who have backed these

state-level reforms.

Unlike in 1970, reform of federal mandatory minimums today

would not initiate an ad hoc approach to sentencing, thanks to the

sentencing guidelines.139 The guidelines give judges the ability to

protect public safety by sentencing harshly when it is deserved. An offender with numer-

ous prior convictions, a gun, or a role as a manager or leader can often receive a guide-

line sentence that is longer (and sometimes much longer) than the currently applicable

mandatory minimum.140
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Recommendations for Reform 

T
he last 20 years, like the 20 years preceding the repeal of the Boggs Act, have shown

mandatory minimums to be ineffective, expensive, and increasingly abandoned by

states that enacted them. Now is the time for Congress to do as the 1970 Congress

did and reform mandatory minimum drug sentences. Reform could be accomplished in sev-

eral ways:

t Excise mandatory minimums from the criminal code.
Congress could excise all mandatory minimums for drug offenses found in Title 21 of the

U.S. Code, while retaining the existing statutory maximums and sentencing guidelines for

those offenses. The guidelines, while indexed to the mandatory minimums, are nuanced and

capable of accounting for important differences among offenders. Allowing the guidelines to

stand alone would give the courts flexibility to impose appropriate sentences in all cases.

t Expand the existing statutory safety valve.
Congress could maintain the current mandatory minimum sentences, but provide courts an

opportunity to opt out of them in certain cases by expanding the existing statutory safety

valve.141 Currently, the safety valve allows suspension of the mandatory minimum sentences in

drug cases when a judge finds the case meets certain criteria.142 When those strict criteria are

met the court may impose a guideline sentence in lieu of the mandatory minimum sentence. 

Congress could expand the safety valve by permitting courts to invoke it when, after looking at

all the relevant facts and circumstances of the case and considering the purposes of punishment,

imposing the mandatory minimum sentence would violate the parsimony mandate found in 18

U.S.C. § 3553(a). This provision directs judges to impose a sentence that is “sufficient but not

greater than necessary to comply with the purposes” of sentencing.143 This mandate is a long-

standing, highly esteemed, and uncontroversial feature of American sentencing law.144
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Conclusion

T
wice in the past half century, Congress has enacted mandatory minimum sen-

tencing laws to combat public fears about drug abuse and drug trafficking. Both

times, the mandatory sentencing laws have failed to alleviate these problems.

Worse, the laws caused other serious problems, including skyrocketing spending on cor-

rections at the state and federal level. In 1970, Congress and a new Administration com-

mitted to reducing crime and drug abuse wisely repealed the failed mandatory mini-

mum laws enacted in the Boggs Act of 1951 and the Narcotics Control Act of 1956. 

The current mandatory minimum laws, enacted during the crack cocaine epidemic of

the mid-1980s, have imposed too many burdens with no corresponding benefit. It is

time once again for Congress to correct course and eliminate mandatory minimum sen-

tences for drug offenders.
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